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★Hebrews 11:6 “...without faith it is impossible to please 

him, for whoever would draw near to God must believe that 

he exists...” 

★2 Timothy 3:14-15 “...continue in what you have learned 

and have firmly believed, knowing from whom you learned 

it and how from childhood you have been acquainted with 

the sacred writings, which are able to make you wise for 

salvation through faith in Christ Jesus.” 

★Hebrews 5:12-14 “For though by this time you ought to be 

teachers, you need someone to teach you again the basic 

principles of the oracles of God...everyone who lives on 

milk is unskilled in the word of righteousness...solid food is 

for the mature, for those who have their powers of 

discernment trained by constant practice to distinguish 

good from evil.” 

The necessity of Faith 



★John 5:39 “You search the Scriptures because you think that 

in them you have eternal life; and it is they that bear witness 

about me...” 

★Luke 24:27,44 “...beginning with Moses and all the Prophets, 

he interpreted to them in all the Scriptures the things 

concerning himself...written in the law of Moses, and the 

prophets, and the psalms, concerning me...” 

★Mark 12:24 “Is this not the reason you are wrong, because 

you know neither the Scriptures nor the power of God?” 

★Romans 15:4 “For whatever was written in former days was 

written for our instruction...” 

Why we need to be sure 

about the Bible‟s truthfulness 



What does “Inspiration” mean? 
 

★ 2 Timothy 3:16 “All Scripture is breathed out by 

God...” 

★ Hebrews1:1 “Long ago, at many times and in many 

ways, God spoke to our fathers by the prophets...”  

★ “The inspiration of Scripture is that operation of the 

Holy Spirit as a result of which words spoken or 

written by men are also the Word of God.  “every 

scripture”  [theopneustia]...literally “God- 

breathed”...a regular Biblical idiom denoting the 

Holy Spirit.” F.F.Bruce [Journal of the  Transactions 

of the Victoria Institute] 



★“When we speak of the Holy Spirit coming upon the 

men in order to effect the composition of the books, it 

should be further understood that the object is not the 

inspiration of the men but the books — not the writers 

but the writings.” J.M.Gray Moody Bible Institute 

★“The term “Inspiration” of Scripture is one which is 

commonly used. It can be used both to describe the 

nature of Holy Scripture, and also the process by 

which it was given...The Scriptures are God‟s words 

spoken as it were by His own breath. In order to 

reveal Himself to men, and to tell them of His Son...” 

Jack Gault 

What does Inspiration mean continued:  



What does Inspiration mean continued: 

★1 Corinthians 11:23 “For I received of the Lord what I also 

delivered unto you..” 

★Ephesians 3:3-5 “how the mystery was made known to me 

by revelation, as I have written briefly.  When you read this, 

you can perceive my insight...as it has now been revealed to 

his holy apostles and prophets by the Spirit.” 

★Revelation 1:11 “...a loud voice like a trumpet saying, 

“Write what you see in a book and send it...” 

★2 Peter 3:15-16 “Paul also wrote to you...as he does in all 

his letters...which the ignorant and unstable twist to their 

own destruction, as they do the other Scriptures...” 



Plenary Inspiration 

★ Plenary - dictionary definition “absolute, 

unqualified”: Unconditional, unlimited, 

unrestricted, unqualified, sweeping, 

comprehensive, full, complete, entire. 

★ “A divine influence full and sufficient to secure its 

end. The end in this case secured is the perfect 

infallibility of the Scriptures in every part, as a 

record of fact and doctrine both in thought and 

verbal expression. So that although they come to 

us through the instrumentality of the minds, 

hearts, imaginations, consciences, and wills of 

men, they are nevertheless in the strictest sense 

the word of God.” A.A.Hodge [Outlines of 

Theology] 



★“The adjective “plenary” is used when speaking 

about the whole of scripture as being inspired, and 

not just some parts of it...if only parts were 

inspired...it would effectively destroy the authority of 

God‟s word...We must accept by faith that all 

Scripture is inspired of God...we...affirm our view that 

this is so.” J.M.Gault  [The Bible - Its Inspiration and 

Authority] 

★1 Thessalonians 2:13 “you received the word of 

God, which you heard from us, you accepted it not as 

the word of men but as what it really is, the word of 

God...” 

Plenary Inspiration continued:  

 



Verbal Inspiration 

★ “The term “Verbal Inspiration” is used to 

describe what is also necessary for us to 

believe, that not only is every part of Scripture 

inspired, but that the very words are as God 

gave them. Even the grammar of the original 

writings, the tenses of the verbs, and the 

numbers of the nouns, are exactly what God 

intended them to be.” J.M.Gault 

★ “It is meant that the divine influence...extends to 

their expression of their thoughts in language, as 

well as to the thoughts themselves...the 

language expresses the thought God intended 

to convey with infallible accuracy, so that the 

words as well as the thoughts are God's 

revelation to us.” A.A Hodge 



★Jeremiah 1:6-9 “...I do not know how to 

speak...Then the Lord put out His hand and 

touched my mouth. And the Lord said to me, 

Behold, I have put My word in your mouth..."  

★2 Peter 1:21 "...no prophecy was ever produced by 

the will of man, but men spoke from God as they 

were carried along by the Holy Spirit."  

★“Surely, if the will of man had nothing to do with the 

prophecy, he could not have been at liberty in the 

selection of the words.” J.M.Gray Moody Bible 

Institute 

Verbal Inspiration continued: 



How did God “inspire” men to 

produce the Scriptures? 

“The word of God was not the product of any enhanced 

human experience or heightened consciousness. The 

men...were not in a trance, nor were they in some 

exalted state of mind. God caused men to write down 

what He wanted to say...did not override their 

personalities...the Holy Spirit allowed the personality 

and style...of each writer to be evident in what they 

wrote. These men were not automatons...rather they 

were sanctified vessels for the Lord...in this way the 

word came to people contemporary with the writers, 

expressed in language and terms that they could 

understand.”  J.M.Gault [The Bible its Inspiration and 

Authority] 



The Lord Jesus‟ view 

Matthew 5:18-19  “For truly, I say to you, until heaven 

and earth pass away, not an iota [jot - the yod, the 

smallest letter in the Hebrew alphabet], not a dot [tittle 

- the horn, a short projection in certain letters 

extending the base line beyond the upright one which 

rests upon it], will pass from the Law until all is 

accomplished. Therefore whoever relaxes one of the 

least of these commandments and teaches others to 

do the same will be called least in the kingdom of 

heaven, but whoever does them and teaches them will 

be called great in the kingdom of heaven.” 



★“But it is forgotten that in the scriptures we are dealing not so 

much with different human authors as with one Divine Author. It 

is a principle in ordinary literature that an author may quote 

himself as he pleases...Shall we deny this privilege to the Holy 

Spirit? May we not find, indeed, that some of these supposed 

misquotations...afford a confirmation of their divine origin rather 

than an argument against it” J.M.GRAY 

★“...two Bible references to the same incident which appear to 

give different information...two blind beggars were healed by 

Jesus; while the other record mentions only one. Fair enough...If 

there were two, then there most certainly was one. It‟s natural 

for eyewitnesses to focus down on different things. That‟s 

common...when you have spectators comparing views on a 

football match they‟ve both watched together. You sometimes 

wonder if they really did see the same match..” [B. Johnson 

Search for Truth] 

Errors in Scripture? 



Errors in Scripture continued: 

★ 1 Corinthians 7:10,12 “To the married I give this charge (not 

I, but the Lord)...To the rest I say (I, not the Lord) that if any 

brother has a wife...” 

★ “...Does he declare himself inspired in the first instance, and 

not in the second? By no means, but in the first he is 

alluding to what the Lord spake on the subject while here in 

the flesh, and in the second to what he, Paul, is adding 

thereto on the authority of the Holy Spirit speaking through 

him. In other words, putting his own utterances on equality 

with those of our Lord, he simply confirms their inspiration...” 

J.M.Gray - Moody Bible Institute  



Errors in Scripture continued: 

★1 Corinthians:40 “...Yet in my judgment she is happier if 

she remains as she is. And I think that I too have the Spirit 

of God.” 

★“...we prefer the solution of others that the answer is found 

in the condition of the Corinthian church at that time. His 

enemies had sought to counteract his teachings, claiming 

that they had the Spirit of God. Referring to the claim, he 

says with justifiable irony, "I think also that I have the Spirit 

of God"...” J.M.Gray - Moody Bible Institute. 



★ Genesis 3:1 “Did God actually say, „You shall not 

eat of any tree in the garden‟?”  

★ Matthew 4:4,5,7,10 “It is written..”  

★ Hebrews 4:12 “For the word of God is living and 

active, sharper than any two-edged sword, 

piercing to the division of soul and of spirit, of 

joints and of marrow, and discerning the thoughts 

and intentions of the heart.”  

★ Hebrews 2:1 “Therefore we must pay much closer 

attention to what we have heard, lest we drift away 

from it.” 


